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study of a subject of immediate interest and historical importance. 
He is, we think, adequately equipped for the useful task he has essayed 
and performed. L.L.P. 
7.- The Determination of Farming Costs. By C. S. Orwin. 
144 pp., 8vo. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1917. Price 5s. net. 
In this book the Director of the Institute for Research in Agricul- 
tural Economics at Oxford lavs on the firm basis of ascertaiined fact 
and discriminating theory the foundations of what he is justly 
confident is destined to be an outstanding part of the " reconstruc- 
' tion " of British agriculture that may be anticipated as a sequel, or 
accompaniment, of the war. He acknowledges with frankness that 
the work, exemplified in this contribution, is in its initial stage; 
and, as in many other cases, present disturbances have exercised a 
detrimental influence, at any rate so far as number And quantity are 
concerned, both on the personnel of the investigating stafl and on 
the material collected for their scrutiny at the Institute. But such 
farming records as have been hitherto available for the purpose have 
sufficed, in Mir. Orwin's hands, to indicate the lines of safe subsequent 
development, to avoid, by opportune exposure, treacherous ground, 
and to reveal beforehand possible or probable gaps or faults in the 
contemplated superstructure. " In view of the probability of an 
" extension of the work of investigating farming costs, it is," he appro- 
priately observes, " very important to secure uniformity of method 
"and general agreement on certain questions of principle so far as 
is possible." And, similarlv, he urges cogently, the " results " of 
"exhaustive and scientific analysis" "in a number of typical 
"farms" "will have a value as supplying standards of comparison." 
Such useful pioneering has been here attempted and achieved. 
and those who benefit by the author's hints and aperSus in his 
discussion of " method " and " principle," and in the analysis which 
follows of the records of farming costs in 1915, will be conscious that 
a way has been opened which can be advantageously pursued. They 
mnay, indeed, be surprised to learn from the bibliography appended, 
in which Mr. Orwin's own previous writings occupy a large and 
honourable place, how much pains and skill have been bestowed 
already on this department of agricultural economics. To emphasise 
the utility, or assert the need, would be superfluous in a brief review. 
Readers may be referred to the Director's conclusive arguments in 
his " general introduction " and in his " conclusion," where he shows 
the intimate and necessary relation of an accurate knowledge of 
farming costs to the satisfactory or reasonable settlement of such 
questions of reform as the desirable size of holdings or the legislative 
guarantee of prices. That farmers should keep accounts in the 
future, and that in most instances they have not fulfilled this 
elementary condition of business knowledge in the past, are proposi- 
tions which only require statement to secure assent. It may not be 
easy to comply with demands here set forth for precise records of 
costs in all the particular details of fact; but on the general principle 
we imagine that no doubt can be entertained. Mr. Orwin's 
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" scientific " study has appeared at the right moment, and deserves 
the attention we are sure it will receive in agricultural and economic 
circles. L.L.P. 
8.-Rural Reconstruction in Ireland: A Record of Co-operative 
Orfganisation. By Lionel Smith-Gordon, M.A. (Oxon), and Laurence 
C. Staples, A.M. (Harvard). xiii + 279 pp., 8vo. London: P. S. 
King and Son, 1917. Price 7s. 6d. net. 
As Ireland is an essentially agricultural country, industrial 
employment on any important scale being notoriously confined to 
a limited portion of Ulster, " rural reconstruction " in that country 
tends to be almost synonymous with the reconstruction of its national 
economy. Readers to whom the sub-title of this admirable work might 
suggest that this reconstruction was being undertaken through a 
subsidiary medium may be reminded that the policy of co-operative 
organisation in the whole domain of agricultural production has been 
deliberately adopted, and with the most fruitful results, by many 
States as the most active principle in agricultural reform. Several 
countries in particular, which in their rural economy resemble 
Ireland in many essential features, may be asserted to have found 
salvation mainly in the intensive cultivation of this principle. 
" In the failure of her basic industry lies the fundamental cause 
"of the poverty and backwardness of Ireland." The historical 
causes of this backwardness are succinctly described in this work, 
which supplies a most exact and penetrating study of the economic 
and social aspects of the Irish situation as well as a reasoned examina- 
tion of the ameliorative agencies which have already been established 
in accordance with the programme of Sir Horace Plunkett and his 
collaborators. A brief reference to the unhappy economic past 
of Ireland is indispensable in order to appreciate the peculiar diffi- 
culties which hamper reform at the present time. Before and almost 
to the close of the period (1760-1832) covered by the Industrial 
Revolution in Great Britain, various enactments restricted Irish 
manufacturing development and its export trade, and their effect 
tended to impair, if not to destroy, industrial aptitudes and habits 
in the population, as well as to prevent the accumulation of capital 
for the service of industry, during this decisive transition period. 
When (in 1824) complete free trade was realised between the two 
countries, large-scale production in the great staple industries had 
given Great Britain incontestable superiority and the complete 
command of the Irish market, so that industrial revival was a forlorn 
hope. With the progress of the idea " Britain, the workshop of the 
" world " and the consequent control of national economic policy by 
the British urban and industrial interests, which insistently demanded 
cheap food, the sole industry of importance in Ireland was then 
continuously assailed. It was a double misfortune for Ireland that 
the passing of the final measures removing duties on agricultural 
products synchronised with the Great Famine (1846-48), which 
reduced her population within five years from 8 5 to 6 5 millions 
and gave impetus to a stream of emigration which in the sixty-two 
years 1851-1913 was to drain from the country 4 3 millions more 
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